
 
Action taken report 

2018-19-1 

1. Resolved that classes the college hour to be extended  beyond  2.0 p.m. on  every Saturday and 

the schedule for both theoretical and practical classes be framed accordingly. 

2. Resolved that an  Ethical Committee be framed in connection with research in the college with 

the members as required in the relevant guidelines . 

Resolved that as per the recommendations of the Project monitoring committee and initiatives 

be taken for the floating of e- tenders/quotations for new construction , Renovation and 

procurement of articles according to  the DPR submitted under RUSA-2.0. 

3. Resolved that the members requested that the competent authority of the department of Higher 

Education, Govt.of West Bengal be moved for filling up the following vacant non-teaching posts 

in different categories in the college. 

4. Reolved that the IQAC will organize  a one-day IEEE EDS Outreach Programme (under sponsorship 

of  IEEE  ) at Acharya Prafulla Chandra College in collaboration with Department of Electronic 

Science, West Bengal State University. 

5. Resolved that the college may take necessary steps for placing proposal to the Director of Public 

Instructions, Govt. of West Bengal at the earliest for the creation of new teaching posts in 

different subjects taught in the college in UG level and taught both in UG and PG level 

simultaneously, in which sanctioned teaching posts at present are less than the admissible 

number as per the G.O No.1149-Edn(CS)/10M-62/2001 dated 27.09.2018 .  

2018-19-2 
6. Resolved that college may consider opening of DODL courses from Rabindra Bharati University 

subject to approval of G.B 

7. Resolved that a second call of e-tender be floated for remaining equipments in  RUSA project. 

8. Resolved that steps be taken for registration of the Alumni Association at the earliest 

 



 
 

2018-19-4 
9. Resolved that committee be formed to assess the viability of the programmes including other 

operational formalities in this regard and report to the principal in consultation with the 

competent authority of the Seacom University. 

10. Resolved that MOU with Institute of Computer Engineers be renewed with an option of training 

facilities to college staff. 

11. Resolved that that necessary steps have been initiated  to move to the Director of Public 

Instructions , Higher Education, Govt.pf West Bengal for according permission for filling up of 

the  vacant non teaching posts and also creation of new non-teaching posts in the college  as  

admissible in terms of G.O.No.1227-Edn(CS) dated 05.10.2018 read with 1274-Edn(CS) dated 

31.10.2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


